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Abstract: Based on the cone penetration test (CPT) data from a certain site at Shandong Province, China, the autocorrelation
function for tip resistance and sleeve friction of the soil deposit is studied. Four types of soil including silty, silty sand, silty
clay and clay are studied individually using four different autocorrelation models. In the models, a recently developed
autocorrelation function, involving a linear, an exponential, and a cosine terms, named linear-exponential-cosine (LNCS), is
used to simulate the spatial properties of the soil deposits. It is found that the autocorrelations of the tip resistance and sleeve
friction are similar, and the scale of fluctuation is close, especially to the silty sand soil. Therefore, it can be assumed that the
different soil parameters of the same soil deposits can use the same autocorrelation models. This can be a great help for the
application of the random field in the geotechnical simulations. Further, the random field is generated using the KarhunenLoeve expansion method based on the new autocorrelation model (LNCS). Furthermore, a stochastic settlement simulation is
done based on a lab experiment; the soil settlement was tested under the uniform load. The settlement is calculated using both
a random field, and a homogenous field model. The preliminary results show that the random field model can capture the
settlement better than the corresponding homogenous field, as manifested by the experimental measurements.
Keywords: Autocorrelation function; random field; settlement analysis.
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Introduction

The spatial variation of soil deposits has been widely accepted. There have been many studies on the
autocorrelation of the soil properties (Vanmarcke 1977; Baecher and Christian 2003). In this context, a proper
and efficient autocorrelation function is one of the key parameters describing the spatial correlation. The
autocorrelation has the feature that as the separation distance increases, the correlation reduces. Thus, the most
commonly used model is the simple exponential function (Liu and Chen 2010), in which the autocorrelation
value decreases from one to zero as the distance increases. However, it is found that this popularly used
autocorrelation model is not differentiable at the zero spatial lag, and can not accommodate negative values as
the distance increases. In this regard, an improved autocorrelation model, involving a linear, an exponential and
a cosine terms, named linear-exponential-cosine (LNCS), was proposed to simulate the spatial properties of the
soil deposits. The new model can simulate the autocorrelation better physically, and converges faster (Yue et al.
2018). Meanwhile, it is well known that soil deposits are usually multi-layered with different types of soil.
Therefore, it can be more accurate to consider the soil deposit by different soil type separately. On the other hand,
there are many different parameters to capture the soil properties. It is reasonable to accept that the spatial
correlation of the soil mainly due to the soil type, formation history etc. Thus, the autocorrelation of the different
parameters to the same type of soil at the same site should be the same or very close. Gao (1996) studied the
scale of fluctuation of different parameters of layers of soil from the same site, and found that the values are very
close, while the in-situ test results bigger than the laboratory test results. This is very inspiring for the application
of the random field, which means we can use the same autocorrelation parameters from the CPT data with other
properties, such as elasticity, strength etc. While, Liu and Chen (2010) studied the spatial correlation structure
using the CPT data, and found that the cone tip resistance has larger correlation distances than that of sleeve
friction. It intrigues the great interest to study the autocorrelation function based on the same site of the same
CPT soundings.
In this context, the autocorrelation of soil deposits is examined herein based on the cone penetration data
(CPT) of one site at Shandong Province, China, including silty, silty sand, silty clay and clay soil. The
autocorrelation of the tip resistance and sleeve friction from CPT data is analyzed with four autocorrelation
models, including a newly developed linear-exponential-cosine (LNCS) model. As an example of case
application, the settlement of a soil deposit is calculated and analyzed based on the random field, which is
simulated using a two-dimensional Karhunen-Loéve expansion with the new autocorrelation model, and
compared with the experimental results.
2 Autocorrelation Model
2.1 CPT site data analysis
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CPT data have been used by many researches as a powerful tool to analyze the spatial correlation structure of
soil sites (Liu et al. 2010; Uzielli et al. 2005). A CPT data provides cone tip resistance and sleeve friction
information with an equal sampling interval distance. In this paper, the CPT data were gathered in Shandong
province, China, and comprise measurements of cone tip resistance qc , and sleeve friction f s . The
measurements were recorded at vertical intervals of 0.01m. The site is 300m in length, and 324 m in width; there
are 51 soundings in the site, and the soil profile with soil layers is also shown in Figure 1. From the soil profile,
it can be seen that the soil types mainly contain silty, clay, silty sand and silty clay. And one sample of the tip
resistance qc and sleeve friction f s are also shown in Figure 1. Take the soil layer ĸ of silty soil, layer Ĺ of
clay soil, layer ĺ of silty-sand soil, and layer ļ of silty clay soil as the representative soil layers.
(a) Locations of CPT soundings

(c) One qc data

(b)Soil profile

(d) One f s data

Figure 1. CPT layout and soil profile.

The mean and the coefficient of variation (COV) of the four type of soil are shown in Table 1. It can be seen that
the soil data with a high variation even in one site. This also can be compared to the reference of Phoon and
Kulhawy (1999), with mean value of qc for sand 4.1MPa, and 1.59MPa for silty clay soil. The COV of qc for
the sand is between 10-81%, and for the silty clay is 5-40%. It can be seen that the uncertainties of the soil is
pretty high, even to the same type of soil.
Table 1. Statistical properties of the soil.
Soil type
silty
clay
Silty sand
Silty clay

Mean of qc (Mpa)
1.56
1.69
5.99
2.95

COV of qc (%)
62
70
48
62

Mean of f s (Kpa)
25.49
33.39
81.71
101.06

COV of f s (%)
55
67
33
47

2.2 ACF calculation and autocorrelation model
In the statistical analysis of the actual soil data obtained from field or lab tests, obvious 'trends' (changes in
average values) are often encountered, most typically as a function of the depth. It is commonly accepted that the
trends can be viewed as segments of a large-scale fluctuation, and a large-scale fluctuation must appear as part of
the statistical characterization if the trend also exist on other site inference (DeGroot and Baecher 1993; Fenton
1999). The choice of the trend to be removed is a delicate task as it affects the correlation structure and the value
of the statistical parameters describing the random filed (Uzielli et al. 2005). Linear trend removal has been used
in several variability studies. However, from the field data considered, no apparent linear trend with the depth
exists, but it is found that the soil layer type is obvious, as shown in Figure 1.
In this case, it is advantageous to standardize the soil data by substituting each original datum point qc ( z )
by the equation
q(z) =

[ qc ( z) - qc ]
qc

(1)
where qc is the mean value of the layer soil, and qc is the standard deviation.
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Next, the following procedures are done to obtain the ACF of the soil parameters. For one of the samples,
assume that xi = qc ( zi ) is the value of the sample at depth zi = iDz , i = 1, 2, , n . The sample covariance
function is obtained from the moment estimator
C (t j ) =

1 n- j
å ( xi - mx )( xi + j - mx )
n i =1
(2)

where j = 0,1, 2, , n -1 ; lag t j = j Dz . Here, m x the mean value of the data.
The sample correlation is
r (t j ) =

C (t j )
C (0)

(3)
Proceeding with the calculations based on the above equations, the ACF of the soil data can be obtained.
2.3 Autocorrelation model simulation of the data
Various kinds of autocorrelation models have been employed in the geotechnical literature to fit ACF (Lacasse
and Nadim 1996; Phoon et al. 2003; Uzielli et al. 2005). Four kinds of autocorrelation models are considered
here (Spanos et al. 2007; Yue et al. 2018), listed in Table 2. Note that the linear cosine exponential (LNCS)
model is a recently proposed model, with the feature of alternating sign and differentiability at the origin of
the spatial axis.
Vanmarcke (2010) has discussed the concept of the scale of fluctuation, d , to measure the distance within
which the soil property shows relatively strong correlation or persistence from point to point. This parameter can
be calculated using the equation
¥

d = 2ò R(t )dt
0

(4)
The scale of the fluctuation of each model is also shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Autocorrelation models.

d

Model

Autocorrelation function

Simple exponential (SNX)

R(t ) = exp(-kSNX t )

2 / kSNX

Cosine exponential (CSX)

R(t ) = cos(kCSX t ) exp(-kCSX t )

1 / kCSX

Linear exponential (LNX)

R(t ) =˄1 + kLNX t ˅exp(-kLNX t )

4 / kLNX

Linear cosine exponential (LNCS)

R(t ) =˄1 + kLNCS t ˅cos˄kLNCS t ˅exp(-kLNCS t )

1 / kLNCS

2.4 Comparison of the ACF of different parameters
Processing the CPT data of two parameters, cone tip resistance qc and sleeve friction f s , that collected in the site,
with the Eqs. (1)-(3), the autocorrelation can be obtained. Then, the ACF data are simulated with the
autocorrelation model, for simplicity, only the linear cosine exponential (LNCS) model is adopted here for the
four different soil types by least square approximation method fitting. For enhanced clarity, the average
autocorrelation data with the simulated model is used in this paper, shown in Figure 2.
Figure 3 is the comparisons of the scale of fluctuation of different models for the four types of soil, it can be
seen that the different autocorrelation models have different scale of fluctuation values, and the LNCS model has
smaller value than other three models. Further, it can be seen that the values of model LNCS are much closer for
the parameters. Furthermore, the silty sand soil is the most similar one, while the silty clay soil with the greatest
variation among these four kinds of soil. Nevertheless, the value varies between 0.15-0.4. Therefore, it can be
assumed that the different soil parameters of the same soil deposits can use the same autocorrelation models.
(a)Silty soil

(b) Clay soil

(c) Silty sand soil

(d) Silty clay soil
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Figure 2. Autocorrelation function comparison and fitting of the mean of qc and f s .

(a) Silty soil

(b) Clay soil

(c) Silty sand soil

(d) Silty clay soil

Figure 3. Scale of fluctuation for different models and soil types.

3. Random Field Simulation with Karhunen-Loeve Expansion
The autocorrelation model provides the spatial structure of the soil. For the simulation of the soil, the random
field simulation supplies an approach for the application in numerical calculations of soil engineering. There are
many simulation method including local average method, spectrum representation method, and the KarhunenLoeve method, etc. The Karhunen-Loeve expansion method (Spanos and Ghanem 1989; Ghanem and Spanos
1991), often used to capture uncertainty in engineering applications is adopted here for the simulation of the
random field.
3.1 Basic concept of the Karhunen-Loeve expansion
A stochastic process X˄t ,q˅indexed on a bounded domain D, and having zero mean (for convenience) and
finite variance, can be represented using a finite Karhunen-Loeve (K-L) series
¥

X˄t ,q˅=å li xi (q )fi (t )

(5)

i =1

where xi (q ) is a set of uncorrelated standardized random variables with zero mean and unit variance. If
X (t ,q ) is a Gaussian process, then an appropriate choice of xi (q ) is a vector of uncorrelated standard Gaussian

random variables; {fi } and {li } are the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the covariance function C (t1 ,t 2 ) ,
respectively. They satisfy the homogenous Fredholm integral equation

ò C(s, t )f (t )dt = l f (s)
i

i i

T

(6)
In most cases, numerical methods are required to solve Eq.(6). In this paper, the integral was evaluated
numerically by Simpson’s quadrature scheme. The non-zero-mean stochastic process can be expressed as
M

X˄t ,q˅=m +s å li xi (q )fi (t )
i =1

(7)
The truncated Karhunen-Loeve expansion is optimal in the sense of a mean square error minimization. For a
particular application, the number of terms M to be chosen depends on the desired accuracy, and on the
complexity of the autocorrelation function of the random field. Ordinarily, in most engineering applications, less
than 10 terms suffice.
3.2 Two dimensional field simulation using Karhunen-Loeve expansion
Note that extension of the preceding developments to two dimensional field defined for the correlation function
on a rectangular domain can be achieved, as well. For a certain class of covariance functions, which are
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VHSDUDEOH WKH HLJHQYDOXH DQG WKH HLJHQIXQFWLRQ IRU X t DUH DOVR VHSDUDEOH 7KXV WKH UDQGRP ILHOG FDQ EH
H[SUHVVHGDVWUXQFDWHGH[SUHVVLRQLQWKHIRUP
N

X˄t˅=X˄t  t˅=å lk fk t  t x k 
k =


d

d

ZKHUH lk = Õ li j j  fk t  t 
j =

 td = Õfi j j t j  i j Î N  £ i £ d  d LVWKHGLPHQVLRQ
j =


4 A Case Study of Soil Settlement Analysis

7KH VHWWOHPHQW DQDO\VLV LV D VXEMHFW RI FRQVLGHUDEOH LQWHUHVW WR SUDFWLFLQJ HQJLQHHUV VLQFH H[FHVVLYH VHWWOHPHQW
RIWHQOHDGWRSUREOHPVRIVHUYLFHDELOLW\0DQ\FDOFXODWLRQVRQWKHVHWWOHPHQWXQGHUIRXQGDWLRQKDYHEHHQGRQH
E\PDQ\UHVHDUFKHUV *ULIILWKVDQG)HQWRQ)HQWRQDQG*ULIILWKV :KLOHGXHWRWKHZLGHYDULHW\RI
VRLOW\SHVH[SHULPHQWDOGDWDRQVHWWOHPHQWRIIRRWLQJVIRXQGHGRQVRLODUHOLPLWHG,QWKLVFRQWH[WDQH[SHULPHQW
ZDVGRQHLQWKHODERUDWRU\DQGVRPHQXPHULFDOFDOFXODWLRQZDVFDUULHGRXWWDNLQJWKHHODVWLFPRGXOXVDVUDQGRP
ILHOG XVLQJ WKH ./ H[SDQVLRQ PHWKRG PHQWLRQHG DERYH 7KH QXPHULFDO UHVXOWV ZHUH FRPSDUHG ZLWK WKH
H[SHULPHQWDOUHVXOWV

4.1 Soil settlement experiment
7KH H[SHULPHQW ZDV FRQGXFWHG LQ D FRQWDLQHU 7KH WHVWLQJ WDQNZDV GHVLJQHG DVULJLG ER[ZLWKGLPHQVLRQVRI
P OHQJWK  P ZLGWK  DQG P KHLJKW  VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH   7KH VLOW\ FOD\ VRLO ZDV FKRVHQ IRU WKH
H[SHULPHQW 7KH VRLO SDUDPHWHUV DUH DVIROORZ XQLWZHLJKW g = N1P  FRKHVLRQ c = .3D  IULFWLRQ DQJOH

j = o  DQG WKH HODVWLF PRGXOXV E = 03D  7KH 3RLVVRQ UDWLR LV WDNHQ DV  9HUWLFDO ORDG ZDV DSSOLHG
XVLQJWKHVWHHOSODWHVRQDSODWHZLWKVL]HRIPLQVTXDUHWRVLPXODWHWKHXQLIRUPO\GLVWULEXWHGORDGLQJ7KUHH
VWHSVRISUHVVXUHZHUHDGRSWHGIRUWKHXQLIRUPSUHVVXUHDVN1PN1PDQGN1P)LJXUHVKRZV
WKHVHWWOHPHQWFXUYHYHUVXVWLPHIRUWKHWKUHHORDGLQJVWHSV

 D 0RGHOER[ E ORDGLQJV\VWHP D /RDGVWHS N1P  E /RDGVWHS N1P  F /RDGVWHS N1P 




Figure 4.7HVWVHWXSFigure 5.7KHWLPHVHWWOHPHQWFXUYHRIWKHH[SHULPHQW




4.2 Finite element simulation
7RVWXG\WKHVHWWOHPHQWRIVRLOXVLQJWKHUDQGRPILHOGPRGHODVHWWOHPHQWFDOFXODWLRQLVGRQHEDVHGRQWKHDERYH
H[SHULPHQWDO FDVH $ WZR GLPHQVLRQDO ILQLWH HOHPHQW PRGHO )LJXUH D  ZDV HVWDEOLVKHG ZLWK WKH VDPH VRLO
SDUDPHWHUV DV WKH H[SHULPHQW ZKLOH WKH HODVWLFLW\ RI WKH VRLO ZDV WDNHQ DV WKH UDQGRP ILHOG DQG WKH 0RKU
&RXORPEPRGHOZDVDGRSWHGWRVLPXODWHWKHVRLO7KHYHUWLFDOERXQGDULHVDUHIL[HGRQWKHKRUL]RQWDOGLUHFWLRQ
DQGWKHERWWRPERXQGDU\LVIL[HG
8VLQJ WKH .DUKXQRQ/RHYH H[SDQVLRQ PHWKRG DQG WKH DXWRFRUUHODWLRQ IXQFWLRQ /1&6 LV DGRSWHG WKH VRLO
UDQGRPILHOGFDQEHREWDLQHG6LQFHWKHVRLOW\SHLVVLOW\FOD\DQGEDVHGRQWKHUHVHDUFKDERXWWKHGLIIHUHQWVRLO
SDUDPHWHUVRIWKHVDPHVRLOLVYHU\FORVHDQGFDQEHFRQVLGHUHGDVKDYLQJWKHVDPHDXWRFRUUHODWLRQSDUDPHWHU
7KXVWKH K LNCS LQWKH/1&6PRGHOLVWDNHQDVIURP)LJXUHRIWKH qc LQWKHYHUWLFDOGLUHFWLRQ7KHUHIRUH
WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ VFDOH RI IOXFWXDWLRQ LV  ZKLFK HTXDOV P 1RWH WKDW LQ QDWXUDO VLWH GHSRVLWV
FRUUHODWLRQLQYHUWLFDOGLUHFWLRQWHQGVWRKDYHPXFKVKRUWHUGLVWDQFHVWKDQLQWKHKRUL]RQWDOGLUHFWLRQ$UDWLRRI
DERXWRQHWRWHQIRUWKHVHFRUUHODWLRQGLVWDQFHVLVFRPPRQ+HUHWKHUDWLRRILVDGRSWHG7KXVWKHKRUL]RQWDO
VFDOHRIIOXFWXDWLRQLVPDFFRUGLQJO\LQWKHVLPXODWLRQ)LJXUH E LVRQHVDPSOHRIWKHUDQGRPILHOG)LJXUH
VKRZVWKHYHUWLFDOVHWWOHPHQWRIWKHVRLOZLWKWKUHHOHYHOVRIWKHSUHVVXUHZLWKWKHUDQGRPILHOG,WFDQEHVHHQ
WKDWWKHVHWWOHPHQWDWWKHVDPHVHFWLRQLVQRWXQLIRUPDQ\PRUHGXHWRWKHUDQGRPILHOGHIIHFW

 D )(PRGHO E 5DQGRPILHOGVDPSOH
SO
D .1P
 E N1P
 F N1P
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Figure 6. FE model and random field sample.

Figure 7. Settlement of the soil deposit with different pressures.

To compare the numerical results with the experimental results, a Monte Carlo simulation with 1000 times
was done with the random field. Simultaneously, the mean value of soil elasticity modulus is taken as the
homogenous field. Figure 8 shows the stress and settlement comparison of the test to the simulations with both
random field and homogeneous (mean value) field. It can be seen that the random field simulation results are
much closer to the experimental result.
(a) Stress comparison

(b) Settlement comparison

Figure 8. Comparison results between the simulation and experiment

5 Concluding Remarks
The autocorrelation model of the tip resistance and sleeve friction based on the CPT data has been analyzed,
using a recently established autocorrelation model (LNCS). It has been found that the correlation parameters of
various models are different, while not much variation to the values of the scale of fluctuation, especially to the
silty sand soil has been noted. Further, the settlement calculations with the random field and homogenous field
have been undertaken, and some comparisons have also been done. The results have shown that, in general, the
random field can capture the attributes of the settlement better than the homogenous field. Additional studies are
clearly warranted to further elucidate the findings of this preliminary study, and to report on this interesting
problem of stochastic geotechnical analysis.
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